BREAKING NEWS! BRIAN AMATRUDA OFFERS $1 MILLION OFFER
TO TIM TSZYU TO FIGHT MICHAEL ZERAFA
Tszyu’s million dollar pay day is more than his entire career earnings to date.

BREAKING NEWS! $1 MILLION OFFER FOR TIM TSZYU TO FIGHT MICHAEL ZERAFA
Wealthy Melbourne boxing promoter Brian Amatruda is offering Tim Tszyu one million dollars to fight Michael Zerafa in Melbourne. Tszyu’s million
dollar pay day is more than his entire career earnings to date.
Multi millionaire property developer, owner of the Big Time Boxing company and functions venue The Melbourne Pavilion, Amatruda has promoted 2
World Championships fights with Anthony Mundine as well as fights with Danny Green, James Toney and a string of other world rated fighters.
Amatruda says “ I’m sick and tired of seeing Tim make excuses and avoid what is Australia’s biggest fight. Tim Tszyu v Michael Zerafa. Tim is a
quality fighter but he just fought a 36 year old fighter who was coming off a brutal knock out and his second loss in a row. Hogan also had a major
injury coming into the fight and at one stage was going to withdraw.”
Amatruda continues “ No discredit to Tim, but he has never fought the likes of Micheal Zerafa who is in his prime and fought the best in the world. Not
like Tim’s opponents who were just Australians, who whilst quite handy fighters will never be world champions. Tim’s talk of a world title is fanciful as
the titles are all scheduled elsewhere so why not fight the very best in Australia?”
“ Dream Time promotions, Tim’s promoter offered Michael $70,000 to fight Tim. We thought about offering Tim ten times that amount, then thought
let’s round it off at 1 million dollars which is probably more than Tim’s whole career earnings. If Tim thinks he is on a different level hen let’s get the
fight on and he can have an easy pay day! The offer is open for 7 days otherwise Michael will look to go overseas where offers have been made for
much bigger fights” concludes Brian.
TO INTERVIEW BRIAN AMATRUDA & MICHAEL ZERAFA email max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson 0412 501 601
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